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Abstract. The aim of the word sense induction/discrimination task of
natural language processing is to discover the sense associated to each
instance of a given ambiguous word. In this paper we present an ap-
proach based on clustering of a self-expanded version of the original
dataset in order to tackle this particular problem. The self-expansion
technique substitutes every term of the original corpus with a set of
co-related terms which is calculated by means of pointwise mutual infor-
mation. Our proposal which was tested for the English language shows a
good performance for the Arabic language too, highlighting its language-
independent characteristic.
Keywords: Word sense induction, term expansion, clustering.

1 Introduction

Word Sense Induction (WSI) is a particular task of computational linguistics
which consists in automatically discover the correct sense for each instance of a
given ambiguous word [1]. This problem is closely-related to Word Sense Disam-
biguation (WSD) [2], however, whereas in WSD the aim is to tag each ambiguous
word in a text with one of the senses known a priori, in WSI the aim is to induce
the different senses of that word. Typically, the major systems for WSD tackle
this task by using two different approaches: corpus-based and knowledge-based.
The accuracy of the corpus-based algorithms for WSD is usually proportional
to the amount of hand-tagged data available, but the construction of that kind
of training data is often difficult for real applications. WSI overcomes this draw-
back by using clustering algorithms which do not need training data in order to
determine the possible sense for a given ambiguous word. The knowledge-based
approach uses the ambiguous word context and the information extracted from



ontologies (such as WordNet) in order to disambiguate the different senses of a
word, for instance, in [3] a knowledge-based approach which uses the conceptual
density technique is presented. Since this viewpoint, WSI is more similar to the
knowledge-based WSD than it is to the corpus-based WSD approach.

In this paper we deal with the problem of WSI in the Arabic language. We
use a simple technique based on a self-term expansion, which basically constructs
a set of co-ocurrence terms and, thereafter, it uses this set to expand the target
corpus. This approach has been tested in other datasets, with documents written
in English, obtaining promising results [4]. The aim of this research work is
to analyse the behaviour of the mentioned technique in a completely different
language, such as Arabic.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces the
concept of self-term expansion, providing examples in order to easily understand
how this technique works. In Section 3 we describe each component involved
in the WSI system we developed. Section 4 presents the corpus used in the
experiments. The obtained results are shown in Section 5. Finally, the discussion
of findings and further work are presented.

2 The Self-Term Expansion Technique

The self-term expansion method consists in replacing terms of a document with
a set of co-related terms.

Formally, given a corpus of n documents: C = {D1, D2, · · · , Dn} with vo-
cabulary V , a document Dk ∈ C: Dk = {W1, W2, · · · , W|Dk|}, and a set of
terms (or words) Co-Related (CR) to each vocabulary word of C obtained
by using the same target dataset: CR = {Wi ⊜ Wj |Wi, Wj ∈ V}1, the com-
plete self-term expanded version of C (C′) is obtained by replacing each term
of the corpus by its co-related terms, that is: C′ = {D′

1, D
′
2, · · · , D′

n} with
D′

k = {W ′
1, W

′
2, · · · , W ′

|Dk|
}, where W ′

j = {Wj

⋃
Wi|Wi ⊜ Wj}.

Although the self-term expansion process may be carried out by mean of
different ways, often just by using a knowledge database, we particularly consider
important to use first the intrinsic information of the target dataset before using
external resources.

2.1 Related Work

The expansion of short sentences is not new. In information retrieval, for in-
stance, the expansion of query terms is a very investigated topic which has
shown to improve results with respect to when query expansion is not employed
[5,6,7,8,9].

The availability of Machine Readable Resources (MRR) like “Dictionaries”,
“Thesauri” and “Lexicons” has allowed to apply term expansion to other fields
of natural language processing like WSD. In [10] we may see the typical example

1 We will use the symbol ⊜ to mathematically represent the co-relation operator.



of using a external knowledge database for determining the correct sense of a
word given in some context. In this approach, every word close to the one we
would like to determine its correct sense is expanded with its different senses
by using the WordNet ontology [11]. Then, an overlapping factor is calculated
in order to determine the correct sense of the ambiguous word. Different other
approaches have made use of a similar procedure. By using dictionaries, the
proposals presented in [12,13,14] are the most sucessful in WSD. Yarowsky [15]
used instead thesauri for his experiments. Finally, in [16,17,10] the use of lexicons
in WSD has been investigated. Although in some cases the knowledge resource
seems not to be used strictly for term expansion, the application of co-occurrence
terms is included in their algorithms.

Like in information retrieval, in WSD the application of term expansion with
co-related terms has shown to improve the baseline results if we carefully select
the external resource to use, with a priori knowledge of the domain. Evenmore,
we have to be sure that the Lexical Data Base (LDB) has been suitable con-
structed. Due to the last facts, we consider that the use of a self automatically
constructed LDB (using the same test corpora), may be of high benefit. This
assumption is based on the intrinsic properties extracted from the corpus it-
self. Our proposal is somehow related with the approaches presented in [18] and
[19], where words are also expanded with co-ocurrence terms for word sense
discrimination. The main difference consists in the use of the same corpus for
constructing the co-ocurrence list and not of an external resource.

2.2 Construction of the Co-Ocurrence List

In literature, co-ocurrence terms is the most common technique used for the
automatic construction of LDBs [8,20]. On the one hand, a simple approach may
use n-grams, which allow us to predict a word from previous words in a sample
of text. The frequency of each n-gram is calculated and then filtered according
to some threshold. The resulting n-grams constitute a LDB which may be used
as an “expansion dictionary” for each term. On the other hand, an information
theory-based co-ocurrence measure is discussed in [21]. This measure is named
pointwise Mutual Information (MI), and its applications for finding collocations
are analysed by determining the co-ocurrence degree among two terms. This may
be done by calculating the ratio between the number of times that both terms
appear together (in the same context and not necessarily in the same order)
and the product of the number of times that each term ocurrs alone. Given two
terms x1 and x2, the pointwise mutual information between x1 and x2 can be
calculated as follows:

MI(x1, x2) = log2

P (x1x2)

P (x1) × P (x2)

For instance, if we know the words “Computer” and “Science” occurs, re-
spectively, with frequency 70 and 60, and the term “Computer Science” occurs
with frequency 20 in a corpus of 15,000,000 tokens, then we may calculate the



pointwise mutual information among these two words as:

MI(Computer, Science) = log2

20
15,000,000

70
15,000,000 × 60

15,000,000

≈ 16.12

The numerator could be modified in order to take into account only bigrams,
as presented in [22], where an improvement of clustering short texts in narrow
domains (i.e. domains with a high degree of overlapping between their vocabu-
laries) has been obtained. We determined that the single ocurrence of each term
should be at least three (see [21]), whereas the maximum separation among the
two terms was five.

We have used the pointwise MI for obtaining a co-ocurrence list from the
same target dataset. This list is then used to expand every term of the original
corpus. Since the co-ocurrence formula captures relations between related terms,
it is possible to see that the self-term expansion magnifies the noisy in a lower
degree than it does for the meaninful information. Therefore, the execution of the
clustering algorithm in the expanded corpus should outperform the one executed
over the non-expanded data.

In order to fully appreciate the self-term expansion method, in Table 1 we
show the co-ocurrence list for some words related with the verb “kill” calculated
from the English language corpus used in the “Evaluating Word Sense Induction
and Discrimination Systems” task of the SemEval 2007 workshop [1,4]. Since the
MI is calculated after preprocessing the corpus, we present the stemmed version
of the terms.

Table 1. An example of co-ocurrence terms

Word Co-ocurrence terms

soldier kill
rape women think shoot peopl old man

kill death beat
grenad todai live guerrilla fight explod kill
death shoot run rape person peopl outsid

murder life lebanon kill convict...
temblor tuesdai peopl least kill earthquak

3 The Word Sense Induction System

Given a set of ambiguous words, each one with a set of instances, the goal of the
WSI system is to discriminate among all the instances and automatically dis-
cover the sense each instance belongs to [4]. In Figure 1 we may see a diagram
of the described WSI process. The ambiguous word “construct” and a set of
correspondant instances feed the WSI system, which outputs a set of discovered



senses. In this figure we have used the same format provided in the “Evaluat-
ing Word Sense Induction and Discrimination Systems” task of the SemEval
2007 workshop2. The ambiguous word are enclosed by two tags: <lexelt> and
</lexelt>. Each instance of a given ambiguous word contains a unique identifier
(id) and it is enclosed by the tags <head> and </head> in the given paragraph.

Fig. 1. The word sense induction task

The developed WSI system is composed of different modules which are pre-
sented in Figure 2. Two are the basic components which are involved: the self-
term expansion technique and the clustering method. The former contains two
basic submodules: the co-ocurrence list constructor which uses pointwise mutual
information, and the submodule which expands the terms of the input data. The
latter module employed calculates a similarity matrix over the expanded corpus
for the clustering method.

We selected the unsupervised KStar clustering method [23] for the experi-
ments, defining the average of similarities among all the sentences for a given
ambiguous word as the stop criterion in the clustering process. The input sim-
ilarity matrix for the clustering method was calculated by using the Jaccard
coefficient, which may be expressed as follows. Given two documents D1 and
D2, the Jaccard coefficient (Jaccard) among them is:

Jaccard(D1, D2) =
|D1

⋂
D2|

|D1

⋃
D2|

The Jaccard coefficient will get a normalized value between zero and one. A
value of one will be obtained when the two given documents contain the same
set of terms (words), whereas a value of zero will be obtained when no identical
words at all are shared by the given documents.

2 http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval/tasks/task02/description.shtml

http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval/tasks/task02/description.shtml


Fig. 2. The main components of the proposed WSI system

4 Dataset

For the experiments carried out in this research work, we have used the dataset
prepared for the Arabic tasks of the SemEval workshop3. A set of 509 ambiguous
words (379 nouns and 130 verbs) were provided. We preprocessed this original
dataset by eliminating punctuation symbols and Arabic stopwords. The experi-
ments were carried out by using a tokenized (with segmentation) version of the
target corpus. The complete characteristics of the used corpus are described in
Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of the Arabic corpus used in the WSI experiments

Characteristic Value

Size 343 Kbytes
Ambiguous words 509
Nouns 379
Verbs 130
Instances (in average) 1025

3 http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval/tasks/task18/description.shtml

http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval/tasks/task18/description.shtml


5 Experimental Results

In order to determine the efficacy of the approach presented below we have per-
formed our preliminary experiment on the Semeval Arabic task corpus. This
corpus is already tokenized, i.e., we can find the root morpheme and the affixes
of each word separated. However, it is impossible to compute the precision and
recall of our approach because the gold standard file is not released yet. There-
fore, in this section we will present an evaluation based on our own judgment of
what we have obtained.

The examples showed in this section are given first in Buckwalter transliter-
ated characters and, thereafter, in Arabic language. The Buckwalter transliter-
ation was developed by Tim Buckwalter for practical storage, display and email
transmission of Arabic text in environments where the display of genuine Arabic
characters is not possible or convenient [24].

Some examples show that the approach performed quite well on Arabic data.
For instance, the Arabic word “ ” (“kl” in the Buckwalter transliterated char-
acters) in the data has two different meanings: the first one is “all” and the
second is “every”. The obtained results of the performed discrimination for this
particular ambiguous word are shown as follows.

Sense “all (kl)”:

1) w >wDHt An " AltEAwn AlHAly byn Albldyn ysyr b xTY

Hvyvp w fy kl AlmjAlAt " .

2) w qAl AlsA}H AlbryTAny jwrj dwd , m$yrAF AlY Alfndq

AlAnyq AlmTl ElY AlbHr : " nElm >n hm yqymwn fy h*A

Alfndq w lA ymknn ny Alqwl <n nA n$Er b {rtyAH mE wjwd

hm w kl h*A AlEdd mn rjAl Al$rTp Hwl nA " .

3) w qAl AlsA}H AlAlmAny bwl hwfmAn , mtHdvAF En AlHrAs

Almtmrkzyn ElY sTH Alfndq : " AEtqd An mn Algryb AHATp

AlmkAn b kl AjrA’At AlAmn h*h .

4) HtY lA ysA’ tfsyr EbArp " rfD AlEnf b kl >$kAl

h " AlwArdp fy byAn ...

Sense “all ( )”:

Sense “every (kl)”:

1) -LRB- . . . -RRB- f Alkl hnA tHt AlmrAqbp h*h AlAyAm " .



2) w zAr Aldwry klA mn AlArdn w lbnAn w swryA fy ATAr

jwlp tsthdf H$d AlmEArDp AlErbyp l >y Hmlp qd t$n hA

AlwlAyAt AlmtHdp ElY AlErAq .

Sense “every ( )”:

Meanwhile, sometimes our method tends to discriminate several senses of a
word even if all the instances of the word express the same sense. In the following
example, for instance, all the samples of the Arabic word “ ” (soldier - jndy)
have the same sense. However, our method discriminates the first instance as
having a different sense mainly because it appears in a quite different context.

Word “soldier (jndy)”:

1) w >fAd ms&wlwn hnwd An jndyyn lqyA Htf hmA w >n

vlAvp |xryn jrHwA xlAl ATlAq nAr fy mstwdE l *xyrp Aljy$

fy wlAyp jAmw w k$myr Alhndyp .

2) w qAl DAbT $rTp An vwArA dhmwA AlmstwdE fy mqATEp

bwn$ ElY msAfp 250 kylwmtrA $mAl jAmw AlEASmp Al$twyp l

AlwlAyp w >lqwA AlnAr f qtl jndyAn fwrAF w >Syb vlAvp

qbl frAr AlmqAtlyn .

3) w nfY ms&wl |xr fy AlHkwmp HSwl hjwm l Almt$ddyn w

qAl An jndyAF hw Al*y >lq AlnAr ElY zmlA} h .

Word “soldier ( )”:

After examinating our results we have observed that the more instances we
have for a given ambiguous word (and thus more contextual information), the
better our method discriminates the different senses of the given instances. In
Figure 3 we may see the example of the noun “President” used in four different
sentences. In the first sentence the word president is used to express the “Prime
Minister” which is said in Arabic “Ministers President”, whereas in the other
three sentences “president” expresses “head of nation or country”. In this case
the approach that we have used succeeded in discriminating the two mentioned
senses.

Meanwhile, when we have poor context information (few senses using the
ambiguous word) our method is not able to discriminate the different senses of



Fig. 3. Samples of the noun “President”

the word and tends to cluster them in the same group. For instance, the use of
the verb “to see” in the first sentence of the example given in Figure 4 expresses
the opinion of somebody about something, and in the second one the verb “to
see” is used to express what a man sees with his eyes. However, there are very
few sentences which contain the verb “to see” in the corpus we have used and,
therefore, our system did not obtain enough information about the contexts in
which this verb would possibly appear.

Fig. 4. Samples of the verb “to see”



6 Conclusions and Further Work

We have presented a language-independent system for word sense induction/dis-
crimination. The approach is based on self-term expansion, and it uses the point-
wise mutual information for calculating the set of co-related terms needed in the
term expansion process of the original corpus. Our method uses the KStar clus-
tering method in order to induce all the possible senses for each ambiguous word
of the target dataset. The preliminary experiments show a good performance in
Arabic as well as it was with the English language.

The tokenization performed on the Semeval corpus by the task organizers was
only a partial tokenization as they have kept the Arabic definite article “Al” joint
to the words. This partial tokenization might be positive for other NLP tasks,
however we consider that the method presented in this paper would perform
better if we change Mona Diab’s tokenizer in order to take into consideration the
definite article. We are also in contact with SemEval 2007 workshop organizers
in order to perform further experiments as soon as they will be able to provide
more corpora.
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